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The top five 

ONS data shows that UK legal services posted its strongest September on record. The 

legal sector generated revenues of £3.1bn in September, 2% higher than the same period a 

year ago, and 23% higher than August. Legal revenues outpace the overall services sector 

in September, which grew by 18% compared to August. 

The Law Society of Ireland issued a statement saying that Irish qualified solicitors 

who are based in England and Wales will not be entitled to a practising certificate. 

This will be the case whether they attempt to maintain certain practice rights in the EU post-

Brexit or otherwise. Solicitors wanting a certificate must demonstrate in their applications 

that they practise (or intend to practise) in Ireland from a physical establishment in Ireland. 

The Law Society of Ireland prohibits practice outside the country. Separately, the House of 

Lords’ EU services subcommittee warned the professional services industry is in danger of 

losing valuable EU business after Brexit, even with a “Canada-style” trade deal. Meanwhile, 

professional bodies welcomed the trade agreement reached with Japan. 

The SRA indicated it could offer “activity-based licences”, allowing lawyers to provide 

individual reserved legal activities instead of its current ‘all or nothing’ approach to 

regulation. It has also raised the prospect of legal regulators offering voluntary regulation for 

those providing unreserved services, such as will writing. Another plan mooted in the SRA’s 

submission to the CMA’s review of progress is piloting how a digital comparison tool for 

consumers works in a particular area of practice, such as conveyancing. Meanwhile, ICAEW 

indicated that it may make a fresh application to regulate additional reserved legal activities. 

In a submission to the CMA, it also suggested that the government remove decisions on how 

reserved legal activities are regulated from “political influence” and transfer them to the LSB. 

BSB research based on income data found female barristers and those from BAME 

backgrounds are likely to earn less than male and White counterparts. The differences 

in income by ethnicity were less pronounced than by gender but were particularly stark when 

looking at gender and ethnicity together. There were also variations within the different 

groups of BAME barristers, with Black and Black British barristers earning less than Asian 

and Asian British barristers overall. There was a disparity between barristers of similar 

experience and working in the same areas. The Bar Council also published figures on the 

gender pay gap among barristers based on figures provided by Bar Mutual. In all but two of 

the 30 practice areas analysed, female barristers received a lower proportion of the gross 

fee income than their representation in the field. The figures do not take account of seniority 

or working patterns, and so do not show that women are being paid differently. 

University of Law has guaranteed places on its SQE preparation course for graduates 

from four universities. The University of Southampton, the University of Surrey, the 

University of Leicester, and Birkbeck, University of London, have all struck agreements that 

will mean students can automatically progress onto ULaw’s SQE course after graduation. 

Meanwhile, International firm Reed Smith is to replace training contracts with a ‘SQE training 

path’. The new programme, to be introduced in 2022, will allow graduates to start earning 

before they begin their two years of qualifying work experience. And KPMG is to launch a 

training contract programme specifically designed for the SQE in partnership with BPP. 



Political developments affecting the justice sector 

Keith Stewart QC is the new Advocate General for Scotland. He replaced Lord Keen of 

Elie QC who resigned in September.  

Newspapers have reported ministerial discussions on plans to reduce the size of the 

supreme court, bring in specialist judges to hear certain cases and rename it. 

However, the plans have been criticised as attacking the independence of the judiciary and 

being ‘revenge’ for last year’s prorogation decision. 

The victims’ commissioner, Dame Vera Baird, warned that rapists are being left free to 

carry out repeat attacks because of the continuing crisis in prosecutions. She cited the 

low number of convictions being achieved in the courts and called for a bolder approach by 

the CPS to taking suspects to court and an end to what she claimed is a practice of filtering 

out of potentially difficult cases. CPS figures show that 1,493 people accused of rape were 

convicted of the offence or another crime in England and Wales during the year to the end of 

March. That was half the total three years earlier and a record low. 

The Lord Chancellor suggested he would be against a fully devolved justice system in 

Wales, although acknowledged there was a debate to be had about devolution. Addressing 

Brexit, he revealed that the Ministry of Justice will shortly begin consulting on a 10-year 

strategy for private international law. At the same conference, former lord chief justice Lord 

Thomas of Cwmgiedd said the pandemic had strengthened recommendations made by the 

Commission on Justice in Wales, which called for full legislative devolution of justice.  

A new Victims’ Code – which sets out the minimum level of services victims can expect 

from criminal justice agencies – has been published. It will come into force on 1 April 2021. 

The government also announced additional funding for domestic violence programmes. 

BEIS is consulting on strengthening the Small Business Commissioner’s ability to 

assist small businesses by providing them with effective mechanisms for redress, in 

respect of late payments. The Commissioner would potentially gain powers to activate 

enforcement mechanisms against businesses who do not comply with information requests 

or who are found to have poor or unfair payment practices. It is also seeking views on new 

powers to consider complaints by small businesses about small businesses. In addition, the 

Commissioner could be given own initiative investigations powers and the power to carry out 

a review on the effect of relevant legislation, policies and practices on small businesses. 

HMRC is consulting on ways raise standards in the tax advice market. It proposes 

making professional indemnity insurance compulsory for tax advisers and is seeking views 

on defining tax advice. It has stopped short of recommending a new external regulator. 

 

Covid-19 

The BSB published pass rates for this summer's bar school exams. Pass rates were 

consistent with previous years – if the quarter of students with IT issues are excluded. 

According to figures, 65% of students passed August’s civil litigation exam, while 68% 

passed the criminal litigation exam. However, the figures fall sharply to 48% and 51% 

respectively when students who experienced technical difficulties are taken into account. 

Meanwhile, it has confirmed that Bar exams will go ahead in December at physical venues. 



A report by Citizens Advice argued the pandemic has created the perfect storm for 

employment tribunals: rising demand at a time of restricted capacity. It said the 

resulting huge backlog and protracted waiting times will be enough to deter many potential 

claimants - and prompt others to withdraw from the process. Also, the people most at risk of 

redundancy – and most likely to need access to employment tribunals – are even less likely 

to make it to a hearing. It called on government to increase funding for employment tribunals 

and to create a single enforcement body for employment rights. 

HMCTS confirmed extended operating hours in the civil courts will continue until the end 

of March. There are no plans to introduce extended operating hours in the family courts. 

A survey by the Legal Aid Practitioners Group found 79% of legal aid lawyers have 

experienced stress as a result of the pandemic, with more than half of them blaming longer 

working hours. While only 10% of respondents had been furloughed, over 60% had 

experienced changes in their working patterns or hours, and over 30% a reduction in their 

income or household income.  

A survey by the Law Society and Cardiff University found disabled solicitors have 

benefited from the nationwide move to homeworking – but should not be 'ghettoised' 

in the home once the pandemic has passed. The study found that working from home 

during lockdown enabled most respondents to manage their disability more effectively, with 

70% preferring to continue working remotely in the long-term. Remote or homeworking was 

the most requested and refused reasonable adjustment pre Covid-19. 

Secondary legislation has been introduced banning evictions in England until 11 

January. This followed threats of a judicial review of the lord chancellor’s request to bailiffs 

not to enter residential properties while enhanced coronavirus restrictions are in place. 

Richard Susskind told a conference that Zoom hearings have not fundamentally 

transformed the justice system. He argued that courts must use technology to move 

beyond their primary decision-making function to help people understand their rights and 

entitlements and organise their evidence to formulate and present their arguments. He 

added that courts will remain inaccessible if people cannot represent themselves, and that 

alternative dispute resolution should also be ‘baked into the state system’. 

A study by the Nuffield Family Justice Observatory into remote family hearings found 

four in ten parents said they did not understand them. Two-thirds of parents thought 

their case had not been handled well. The legal professionals who responded to the survey 

said all the parties were legally represented in only a fifth (21%) of their cases. At the same 

time, lawyers, judges and other professionals were generally upbeat that things were 

working “more smoothly” now, with only 14% disagreeing. Some 78% felt that fairness and 

justice were achieved in their cases most or all of the time. 

 

Regulatory and wider policy developments 

The OLC has appointed a new chief ombudsman and chief operating officer. Paul 

McFadden, the new chief ombudsman, served at the Scottish Public Services Ombudsman. 

Sandra Strinati most recently served as head of the operational delivery profession team at 

HM Revenue & Customs. 

Solicitors are to be balloted on changes to the make-up of Law Society council and 

limits on how long members can sit on it, following a divided AGM. Solicitors backed 



motions to limit council members’ tenures to 12 years, and reshape the 100 seats on the 

body, with fewer seats going to geographical areas and more for those representing practice 

areas and ‘characteristics’, so as to better reflect the demographics of the profession. 

The SRA is applying for charitable status as part of becoming a distinct legal entity 

within the Law Society Group. It said the move would enhance its accountability, with the 

Charity Commission overseeing the public interest nature of its role. The SRA said that 

Compliance with Charity Statement of Recommended Practice requirements in relation to its 

accounts would also increase accountability to the public and profession for the way it used 

its funds, while it would be able to benefit from tax relief.  

A group of magic and silver circle law firms have joined recruiters in a pledge to 

provide equal access to job opportunities. The Recruitment Agency Race Fairness 

Commitment aims to ensure that BAME job seekers secure the same opportunities to 

compete for legal roles as their similarly qualified white counterparts. The law firms commit 

to a range of measures. These include ensuring that their candidate pools at least match the 

UK ethnic diversity and aspire to the local population if greater; taking the time to explore 

contextual backgrounds and experiences of BAME candidates; and demanding hard, factual 

feedback on any BAME candidates not hired. 

The BSB has raised minimum pupillage awards in line with the Living Wage Foundation’s 

hourly rate recommendations. Chambers in London will have to pay pupils at least £18,960 

in London, while those elsewhere will receive a minimum of £16,601. The rises, effective 

from 1 January 2020, equate to an extra £94 and £279 a year, respectively.  

The High Court ruled the SDT “fell into serious error” in finding no case to answer 

against Nabeel Sheikh – a solicitor accused of making a fraudulent costs claim. Davis 

LJ criticised the SDT for dismissing a report produced by the registrar of criminal appeals 

and the evidence of the SRA. Davis LJ remitted the case for a fresh hearing before a 

differently constituted panel of the SDT. 

The SDT has taken the unusual step of making a costs order against the SRA for the 

“grave errors” it made in a case it eventually had to withdraw. The SRA alleged that the 

solicitor had dishonestly sought to recover more costs in litigation than he was entitled to, but 

only interviewed his client years after it started investigating the case. This led SRA to 

concede that it could not prove the allegations. The general starting point is that the SRA is 

not liable for costs even if a prosecution fails, but this can be departed from for good reason. 

The FCA issued a warning to claims management companies (CMCs). It said many 

CMCs have shown “a poor understanding of, and sometimes attitude to, their regulatory 

obligations”. Amid a continuing fall in the number of CMCs, the regulator warned that some, 

set up by those involved in misconduct at another firm, were profiting again by bringing 

claims against those firms. It pledged also to focus its work on CMCs handling complex, 

high-value financial claims and the impact of next year’s whiplash reforms. 

The Lawtech Sandbox has gone live in pilot stage. This is an industry led, government 

backed R&D initiative, designed to fast track transformative ideas, products and services 

that address the legal needs of businesses and society. A small, first cohort of pioneers will 

gain access to tools, services and people for three months from December, as part of a trial. 

This will include access to regulators for advice, support and assurance; this includes multi-

regulator engagement in a single forum: the Regulatory Response Unit. 

HM Land Registry has unveiled a new set of requirements to encourage digital 

identity checks in the conveyancing process. Land Registry said it wants to support the 



development of easy to use, modestly priced, remote and digitally secure options for 

conveyancers to use with their clients.  

The president of the family division said parents who are separating should turn to 

lawyers and the courts only as a last resort. The judiciary commended a report by the 

Family Solutions Group that calls for parental breakdown to be moved away from a ‘justice’ 

response. The report adds that the family justice system is also in crisis, with parents making 

an ‘unmanageable’ number of applications and family courts ‘stretched beyond limits’. In the 

report, solicitors were criticised for not following the Law Society’s family law protocol and 

urged to report ‘acrimonious legal representation’ to the regulator. 

The legal services regulator in Ireland has recommended against unification of the 

solicitor and barrister professions. It will look at the issue again in five years. In a 

separate report, the LSRA recommended that organisations other than the Law Society and 

King’s Inns should be allowed to train solicitors and barristers. It said that an independent 

legal practitioners education and training committee should be established that would be 

responsible for setting and maintaining the standards in legal education and that a clear 

definition of the competence and standards required to practise should be developed. 

The Law Society of British Columbia, Canada, elected to make changes suggested by 

a task force on modernisation. The task force’s recommendations included moving to 

amend regulatory structures to allow for innovation in legal service delivery and alternative 

business structures while protecting the public; re-evaluate current regulations and 

restrictions on law firm ownership and investment, as well as multi-disciplinary practice and 

partnership structures to ensure they are not inhibiting innovation; and re-consider the 

accreditation process for lawyers in British Columbia, with special consideration given to how 

to incorporate more skills-based training into that process. 

 

Market developments 

The number of training contracts has returned to levels not seen since before the 

2008 global financial crisis. According to the Law Society’s latest annual statistics report, 

the number of training contracts reached 6,344 in 2018-19 — a sizeable 9.2% uptick from 

5,811 in 2017-18. The report also shows an increase in students enrolling onto first degree 

law courses, up 4.1% from 24,575 to 25,575. 

The University of Hertfordshire has teamed up Citizens Advice to launch a pro bono 

advice clinic staffed by law students. Running for an initial six-month period, the project 

will see students at Hertfordshire’s law school provide advice, casework and advocacy 

support to members of the public wishing to appeal the refusal of welfare benefits to the first-

tier tribunal. The student volunteers, who will be supervised by experienced welfare benefit 

specialists, will interview clients by phone or video conferencing, complete appeal forms, 

prepare cases for appeal and, where appropriate, undertake advocacy at hearings.  

Law students will offer free legal support to refugees seeking asylum in the UK through 

a new clinic backed by Macfarlanes and Clifford Chance. The Refugee Law Clinic will see 

law student volunteers prepare and advise fresh claims for asylum under supervision. 

 

 



Market intelligence and research 

SRA data shows the number of solicitors on the roll has topped 200,000 for the first 

time, with 150,000 now practising – but the profession’s rate of growth is slowing. 

Meanwhile, the proportion of solicitors working in private practice has fallen to an all-time 

low. Separately, the Law Society’s annual statistical report for the year to 31 July 2019 

showed that the number of practising certificate holders had increased by 27% over the 

decade, compared to 45% in the previous 10 years and 49% in the decade before that. 

The SRA published research on the early impact of its rules on price transparency 

claiming these were dispelling consumers’ pre-conceptions that legal services are 

unaffordable. The findings indicated that consumers were far more likely to shop around 

online for lawyers and use digital comparison tools than other research has found. It also 

suggested that fears some solicitor had that competitors would advertise falsely low prices to 

win business “appear to be unfounded”. A survey of law firms found continuing compliance 

failures, with 68% saying they published the required information on price and service. 

Research commissioned by CILEx Regulation found consumers apply “relatively limited 

criteria” when shopping around. The report also highlighted how the small group of 

consumers who said they had to make a decision quickly – often first-time users – only 

applied one basic criterion, such as whether the firm was near where they worked. The 

research suggested that even those who shopped around were basing their final choices on 

“relatively limited criteria”, such as whether the law firm was local, price, the “general look 

and feel of website” and the availability of a free consultation. 

A survey by IRN found that half of road traffic accident victims would be prepared to 

submit personal injury claims themselves. Meanwhile the percentage of PI claimants 

who shop around for advice has reached 49% and the use of search engines is gaining 

strongly in popularity. The government is planning to introduce an online portal for personal 

injury claims by litigants in person in April 2021. 

A qualitative study by the BSB found bullying, discrimination and harassment at the Bar 

is perceived to be tolerated “to a certain extent” due to its “adversarial, male-dominated 

culture and competitive nature”. It said many of the incidents occurred during pupillage, 

which was “arguably the most vulnerable stage” in a barrister’s career in terms of bullying 

and harassment. There were also allegations that clerks starving certain barristers of work 

forcing them to move chambers, and that unfair allocation of work across the Bar was “rife”. 

A survey by Black Barristers’ Network found that black barristers are more likely to 

experience racial discrimination from judges or magistrates than from other lawyers. 

56% of barristers said their relationships with solicitors either had been or might have been 

“negatively affected by race”, but 86% said this was true of their experiences before the 

bench. The most common types of inappropriate treatment cited were ‘being patronised’, 

‘microaggression’, ‘being belittled’ and ‘being undermined’. 

A qualitative study by the Law Society found solicitors are concerned that some new 

legal technology they buy does not take into account their professional rules and 

ethical duties because lawtech firms are “not speaking the same language”. Participants 

said a set of ethical guidelines would be useful in assessing whether lawtech products were 

compatible with their regulatory obligations, rather than relying on peer recommendations. 



Market intelligence and research 
CHANGES SINCE LAST BOARD MEETING IN BLUE ITALICS 

 
Indicator of success Source 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

Promoting the public interest through ensuring independent, effective and proportionate regulation 

LSB expenditure LSB £4,264k £4,266k £3,921k £3,587k £3,525k £3,470k £3,725k £3,788k 

LSB levy per authorised person LSB £27.97 £25.36 £24.71 £21.55 £18.83 £19.00 £20.01 £21.27 

Public trust lawyers to tell the truth O LSCP 42% 43% 47% A 42% A 45% 45%   

Public confident consumer rights protected O LSCP 46% 46% 50% A 46% A 48% 49%   

Making it easier for all consumers to access the services they need and get redress 

Levels of shopping around: Individuals O LSCP 22% 24% 25% 25% 27%  27% 28% 30% 

Use of comparison/feedback sites: Individuals O LSCP 1% 1% 2% 2% 2%  2% 2% 2% 

Ease of shopping around: Individuals O LSCP 55% 54% 57% 57% 48%  54% 56% 56% 

Overall service satisfaction: Individuals O LSCP 80% 79%  78% 80% 80%  84%  84% 84% 

Consumers who do nothing when dissatisfied O  LSCP 44% 44% 42% 35% 49%  35%  37% 36% 

Public confidence in complaining about lawyers O LSCP 44%  45% 48% 43%  44% 45% B   

No action when have legal issue: SMEs O LSB 8%  9%  10%     

Levels of shopping around: SMEs O LSB     22%    

Ease of finding provider: SMEs O LSB   25%  50%    

Lawyers perceived as cost-effective: SMEs O LSB 12%  14%  11%     

Increasing innovation, growth and the diversity of services and providers 

UK wide legal services turnover (uninflated) ONS £30.4bn £30.8bn £31.6bn £32.4bn £33.3bn £35.4bn £37.2bn £35.6bn 

Number of active ABS LAs  236 373 618 837 1,091 1,244 1,389 1,413 

Level of service innovation (over 3yrs) O LSB   28%   26%   

Regulation seen as barrier to service innovation O  LSB   50%   40% A,B   

Net exports of UK legal services ONS £3.7bn £4.1bn £4.2bn £4.7bn £5.2bn £6.6bn £7.0bn  

Non-UK litigants using Commercial Court Portland 71% 77% 63% 66% 72% 59% 60% 55% 

 

KEY: O = Survey source, A = Significant differences to previous figure, B = Significant differences between oldest and newest figure 


